Spa and Beauty Treatments
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Relax and rejuvenate your body, mind and spirit at the Platinum
Lodge Day Spa. The incredible views of Mount Taranaki and
surrounding native bush will relax you before your treatment even
begins. Our spa is available for booking at any time and treatments
can also be included in accommodation packages.
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beauty retreat

wedding & conference centre
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As a proud stockist of premium French brand Thalgo, Platinum Lodge
prides itself on using world leading cosmetics for all treatments.
Dedicated beauty therapists will attend to your every need during
your time in the spa with a comfortable and private spa room ready
to provide the ultimate relaxation experience.
Our spa offers a collection of massage styles, facials, pedicures,
manicures and skin and hair care. If there is a treatment you want
that is not listed here, please ask we are happy to tailor a spa
experience to meet your needs.

• Please arrive at least 15 minutes before your scheduled
appointment time to check in and relax.
• While we will always try to accommodate your treatments, late arrival
may mean a reduction in your treatment time due to prior bookings.
• 24 hours notice of cancellation is required to allow us to re-book
the appointment time. A cancellation fee of up to 50% of the
treatment value may apply without required notice. Thank you for
your consideration to others.
• When you arrive at Platinum Lodge Day Spa you will be asked
to complete a brief lifestyle questionnaire to determine which
treatments will be suit your needs. At this time, please inform us if
you have any health concerns.
• If you are pregnant or have any condition that you feel we should
be aware of, please inform your Spa therapist.
• To ensure a peaceful ambiance in the Spa, children under 16 years
old are not allowed.
• Mobile phones are not permitted in any of our treatment rooms.
• To gain the maximum benefit from your massage, we suggest you
leave the oils on your skin for up to two hours before taking a shower.

• Respect for your privacy is imperative. We will maintain the
confidentiality of all personal information you provide us with.
• Please remember to drink fluids, especially water during and after your
time at the Spa. Most of us do not consume enough daily fluids – so
please be mindful of the source of life. Please refrain from drinking any
alcoholic beverages three hours or longer before your treatments.
• Gentlemen should shave a few hours before any facial treatment
to increase comfort levels.
• The perfect gift for all occasions, gift vouchers are available for any of
our treatments and packages. The vouchers can also be set to any
face value redeemable as part-payment for any Spa treatments.
• Our therapists are fully trained to ensure your treatments are some
of the best you will experience. However, please inform them any
time if you are uncomfortable or require anything else during your
treatment – massage pressure, room temperature and so on.
• The therapist reserves the right to terminate the treatment if she
feels the client’s behaviour is unacceptable.
• All prices include GST and are subject to change without
further notice.

PLATINUM
DAY SPA
DAY
SPA PACKAGES

How to spa
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PLATINUM DAY SPA

Thalgo treatments
The undisputed in Marine Intelligence for over 50 years, THALGO
explores the oceans to extract our full active molecules with unrivalled
benefits, in order to provide optimum effectiveness and appeal to all
the sense.
At the heart of each THALGO treatment is a unique knowledge,
professional techniques, the precision of exclusive massages, expert
treatment devices, divine textures and captivating fragrances, for a
unique treatment experience and a guarantee of lasting and visible
results.
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INDOCÉANE SPA RITUAL
This total body and mind relaxing treatment incorporates therapeutic and
nourishing body treatments from all over the world. A delightful complete relaxation
and sensorial journey.
The journey begins with a Mediterranean sweet and savoury body scrub all over
the body to polish and purify the skin, leaving it smooth and velvet soft. Next is the
Egyptian precious milk bath. Unwind, de-stress and melt away in a creamy soft
luxurious spa bath. The ultimate essence in luxury to make you feel like a Goddess.

DAY SPA PACKAGES

Packages

The journey continues with a body massage with Indian medicinal oil. The rich blend
of sandalwood, cedar and patchouli help to release the body and mind of any
muscular or nervous tension.
The last stage of the journey is from China, the land of eternal youth. A regenerating
full body sublime wrap is applied over the body, wrapping the skin in a silky rich layer
to replenish softness and smoothness. This is followed by silky smooth body wrap
applied in gentle strokes to clothe the skin, leaving it supple and moisturised.
Indulge and treat your body to the ultimate relaxation.
Allow 2.5 hours / $275 Single / $500 Couple
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DAY SPA PACKAGES

POLYNESIA SPA RITUAL
The Polynesians practice an ancestral massage the “Lomi Lomi”. This traditional
massage is powerful, slow and rhythmic, and penetrates deep into the muscles.
The Polynesians use traditional Monoï Oil to give their massage, most often on the
beach, while lying on the hot sand.
Take a relaxing journey across the Pacific with four indulgent stopovers which
combine beauty results with a unique spa experience.
– Stopover in Taha’a, the Vanilla Island, to soften the skin
– Stopover in Manihi, the Lagoon Island, for deep relaxation
– Stopover in Bora Bora, the White Sand Island, for an exquisite and relaxing
massage with tuiponos filled with warm Bora Bora white sand
– Stopover in Raïata, the Sacred Island, for a luxurious, pearlescent, skin finishing glow.
Allow 2.5 hours / $250 Single / $460 Couple
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Unwind with this beautiful, therapeutic and relaxing package.
The Pure Platinum package includes your choice of either a deluxe manicure or
deluxe pedicure. The ultimate in hand or foot treatments, this includes a luxurious
soak, exfoliation, nail shaping, cuticle work, paraffin mask and polish.

DAY SPA PACKAGES

PURE PLATINUM

Thalgo Body Scrub – used to exfoliate the entire body to leave your skin luxuriously
silky smooth. A relaxing application of the appropriate Thalgo body product
completes the treatment.
Lie back and relax with a facial designed to suit the specific needs of your skin.
Thalgo facials all commence with the relaxing ‘Eveil a LA Mer’ welcome massage
to ensure ultimate relaxation and spectacular results.
Half day (allow 3.5 hours) / $265 Single / $500 Couple
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THALGO FACIALS

Facials

CLASSIC FACIAL – HEART OF THE OCEAN
The vital force of the oceans concentrated at the heart of a carefully tailored
treatment to meet the specific needs of every skin type.
Full classic facial
Allow 60 mins / $99
Mini facial
Allow 30 mins / $75

COLD CREAM MARINE FACIAL
A haven of peace for dry and sensitive skin, this treatment delivers the essence of
the Cold Cream Marine recipe, a THALGO exclusive, to lastingly nourish, increase
the skin tolerance threshold of delicate and fragile skin.
Allow 60 mins / $165
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THALGO BODY

BODY POLISH
An invigorating Descomask Body Scrub is used to exfoliate the entire body to leave
it luxuriously silky smooth. A relaxing application of the appropriate Thalgo body
product purifying or nourishing completes the treatment.
Allow 60 mins / $69
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THALGO MASSAGE

Massage

FULL BODY SWEDISH REMEDIAL MASSAGE
If you need to relax and unwind, this is the treatment for you. This massage is based
on Swedish remedial movements that will help to relieve aches and pain and leave
you in a complete state of relaxation.
Allow 60 mins / $80
Allow 75 mins / $95 Single / $150 Couple

HOT STONE MASSAGE
Mer and Sens hot stone massage. This method includes deep relaxation and invites
sleep. The movements are slow and wavelike. Hot basalt volcanic and cold marine
stones are used to reduce muscular and nervous tension. Decongests and helps to
eliminate toxins.
Allow 60 mins / $120
Allow 90 mins / $160
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Treat your back, neck and shoulder muscles to a therapeutic massage. This treatment
includes a skin tingling scalp massage that will leave you floating.

THALGO MASSAGE

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE

Allow 30 mins / $52
Allow 45 mins / $60
Full body
Allow 60 mins / $80
Allow 75 mins / $95
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HANDS AND FEET

Manicures
DELUXE MANICURE

The ultimate in hand treatment. Nails are shaped, cuticles treated and hands
exfoliated to remove dry skin followed by a luxurious hand massage and paraffin
mask. Skin is left silky smooth, and to finish a buff and polish of your choice is applied.
Allow 45 mins / $80

SPLASH OF COLOUR
Nail shape and colour enamel of your choice, includes gel.
Allow 30 mins / $35

EXTRAS
French Polish
Allow 15 mins / $15
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DELUXE PEDICURE

HANDS AND FEET

Pedicures
Start with a relaxing foot spa. Feet are exfoliated and rough skin removed. Nails are
shaped and cuticles are treated before a wonderful foot massage and mask.
To finish, a buff and polish leaves your feet looking and feeling fabulous.
Allow 60 mins / $80
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THE ESSENTIALS

The Essentials
WAXING
Upper lip

15 min / $18

Jaw and chin

15 min / $18

Underarm

15 min / $25

Half arm

30 min / $28

Full arm

30 min / $35

Full leg

45 min / $50

Half leg

30 min / $36

Half leg and bikini

45 min / $60

Half leg, bikini and underarm

60 min / $80

Bikini

30 min / $27

Extended bikini

45 min / $38

Brazilian

60 min / $60

Brazilian maintenance

45 min / $40

(every 4-6 weeks)
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EYES

Young Blood is known as “the skin care makeup” as the range is
weightless, contains no chemical dyes or preservatives, helps calm
and soothe irritated skin and lets your skin breathe freely.

Eyebrow shape

15 min / $17

Eyebrow tint

15 min / $17

Eyelash tint
(includes 10 min scalp massage)

30 min / $23

Eyessential combo
(Eyebrow sculpt and tint, eyelash tint)

45 min / $45

General day or evening

$50

Lesson

$25

To complete a facial

$10

Bridal (including trial)
Bridal party

$100
$75 per person

SPRAY TAN
Full body

$50

Half body

$35

Eyebrow tint and lash tint

$27

Eyebrow shape and lash tint

$30

Eyebrow shape and tint

$25

THE ESSENTIALS

MAKE UP
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FOR HIM

For Him

OCEAN RITUAL FOR MEN
Relax and recharge stressed skin with the energising Thalgo Ocean Facial especially
for men. Experience the restoring and anti-ageing properties of the sea during this
high tech professional treatment. Skin feels deeply refreshed and re-energised,
with shaving irritations soothed away.
Allow 60 mins / $140

MEN’S WAXING
Remove unwanted hair quickly. Lasts 4-6 weeks. Includes application of
antiseptic lotion.
Allow 30 mins / Chest or Back $40
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Phone: +64 6 765 5800
Email: info@platinumlodge.co.nz

luxury accommodation

beauty retreat

wedding & conference centre

535 Pembroke Road RD 21 Stratford
www.platinumlodge.co.nz

